MAN Diesel & Turbo Presents
New High-Pressure SCR for Two-Stroke Engines

Compact, MAN-developed SCR-HP based on proven, four-stroke counterpart

At an event in Tamano, Japan on April 11th, MAN Diesel & Turbo and its licensee – Mitsui Engineering & Shipbuilding – introduced its new high-pressure Selective Catalytic Reduction system – MAN SCR-HP – to the market in front of a select group of industry invitees.

The MAN SCR-HP is available for two-stroke engines of all bore sizes and reduces – through internal catalytic reaction – NOx exhaust emissions to IMO Tier III limits. With specially developed honeycombs and honeycomb materials, as well as an integrated mixing unit, the overall size of the reactor has been drastically reduced compared to typical market designs and its medium-speed counterpart. MAN Diesel & Turbo expects to deliver the first system from the beginning of 2018.

Bjarne Foldager, Vice President MAN Diesel & Turbo and Head of Sales & Promotion Two-Stroke Business, said:

“The development of our new SCR is an important step on the path to a more sustainable future of shipping and global trade. At the same time it offers additional choices to ship owners worldwide, who can now choose from all NOx reduction technologies and select the optimal solution for their MAN Diesel & Turbo two-stroke engines. Furthermore it strengthens our position as the world’s leading system provider in the field of marine propulsion.”

Dr. Gunnar Stiesch, Vice President MAN Diesel & Turbo and Head of Engineering Engines, said: “The successful technology transfer from medium-speed design to two-stroke is this project’s major achievement. The reactor design has been driven by the desire to reduce the SCR system’s overall size, while still maintaining the effectiveness of a much larger design. Reaching this target was only possible by focussing on key cornerstones of the design – the honeycombs as well as the reactor concept. For both components, we have collaborated with worldwide stakeholders to ensure that we offer the best possible design to the market, something I’m confident we have achieved.”
Development

The development of the SCR-HP system was based on MAN’s in-house competence with four-stroke engines, for which it can already reference more than 650,000 operating hours. The newly-developed system comes in six frame-sizes, covering up to 25 MW per reactor.

A major milestone in the development of the MAN SCR-HP was reached during the approval certification and engine shop test. The test was carried out in close collaboration with MAN licensee and partner, Mitsui Engineering & Shipbuilding, at its engine works in Tamano under the observation of ClassNK.

NOx solutions

MAN Diesel & Turbo offers two alternative methods to meet IMO Tier III NOx requirements for MAN two-stroke engines. The first, exhaust gas recirculation (EGR), is an internal engine process that prevents the formation of NOx by controlling the combustion process. The second method, selective catalytic reduction (SCR), is an after-treatment method that uses a catalyst and an additive to reduce the NOx generated by the combustion process.

Next steps

After the technical presentation and a demonstration of the new SCR system in operation on an engine test-bed, Ralf Klaunig, Vice President MAN Diesel & Turbo and Head of Turbocharger Sales, spoke to the audience about the product’s next steps and its timeframe for market introduction.

“The market has expected MAN to offer its own SCR system for two-stroke engines for some time now. For us, it was clear from the start that we should focus on a high-pressure solution in order to give more flexibility to ship owners. The improved and compact design, compared to conventional reactors, leads to considerable benefits for engine builders, shipyards and ship owners.”

Klaunig further stated: “Being the engine designer, it’s clear that we possess the greatest competence to design the best possible concept. Our customers gain a great advantage in relying on MAN as a full solution provider as no
other company can align our competences and design an entire engine-room from propeller layout up to the funnel. Especially the Scheme B approval will lead to remarkable cost reductions in the engine-approval procedure."

The MAN SCR-HP Series

The SCR-HP comes in six frame sizes, covering engines up to 25 MW with one reactor for the entire exhaust stream. Larger engines will require two reactors, which can be arranged in a multi-setup similar to turbochargers.

The SCR-HP system consists of the reactor – including mixing unit, urea injection lance, honeycombs and soot blowers – along with a module-based supply system, as well as the reactor's control unit that communicates with the engine-control system.

The SCR-HP system is available for Scheme A and Scheme B classification approval. Scheme A approval includes a certification of the complete system on the engine test bed, SCR and original piping.

Approval via Scheme B reduces complexity for all involved parties. The engine is tested in IMO Tier II mode on a test bed. MAN Diesel & Turbo then models the SCR system and calculates the Tier III mode. On the parent engine, this mode is certified on board during engine commissioning. This Scheme B approval is confirmed by several classification societies and reduces the test demands required of the engine licensee. The process is well established in MAN's medium-speed sector, and over 100 systems are already in the order book awaiting Scheme B certification.
The Mitsui-MAN B&W 4S50ME-T9 test engine hosting the new MAN SCR-HP technology
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Rendering of the SCR-HP reactor with a host two-stroke engine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ME (3.5 % S)</th>
<th>ME (0.1 % S)</th>
<th>ME - Gi</th>
<th>ME - Gi(E)</th>
<th>ME - LGi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HP SCR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP SCR</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table showing the flexibility of the SCR-HP system

About MAN Diesel & Turbo

MAN Diesel & Turbo SE, based in Augsburg, Germany, is the world’s leading provider of large-bore diesel and gas engines and turbomachinery. The company employs around 15,000 staff at more than 100 international sites, primarily in Germany, Denmark, France, Switzerland, the Czech Republic, India and China. The company’s product portfolio includes two-stroke and four-stroke engines for marine and stationary applications, turbochargers and propellers as well as gas and steam turbines, compressors and chemical reactors. The range of services and supplies is rounded off by complete solutions like ship propulsion systems, engine-based power plants and turbomachinery trains for the oil & gas as well as the process industries. Customers receive worldwide after-sales services marketed under the MAN PrimeServ brand.
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